
Spark is the next expression of the Minnesota Children’s Museum of Rochester, redesigned 
for a new location as a vital community resource for play, discovery, innovation and 
creativity for all ages.

Scope of Work

• Focus group research
• Work with the board and key stakeholders
• New name and tagline
• New brand identity system
• New location place branding
• Communications and launch strategy
• Event planning and execution 
• Continued Brand Manager support

Project Manager: Sarah Miller
Strategist: Christi Jorde
Art Director: Sarah Miller
Designer: Audrey Hunt

Summary of Work

In this project, we partnered with the Rochester 
Children’s Museum to launch the organization into 
its next stage of growth. We came alongside the 
executive director, board and key stakeholders to 
rename, rebrand and expand the scope and focus of 
the organization for a new location. 

At White Space, we are deeply invested in the 
wellbeing of our community. We believe it is critical 
that children, families and people of all ages have 
opportunities to discover, explore and play. To get 
behind an organization that aims to provide these 
vital learning opportunities made us eager to bring 
our hearts and talents into this project, so much so 
that Sarah began this project as a volunteer.
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New Place, New Brand

The Minnesota Children’s Museum of Rochester has been working toward a 
transition in space and identity for a number of years. When the opportunity 
arose for Sarah to participate in a committee working on the change, 
Sarah’s passion for the museum as a resource in our community made her 
participation a no-brainer.

Sarah served as a volunteer on a task force that worked with a museum 
consultant to develop a clear sense of mission, vision and values for the 
organization. “From there, we hired her to help us start to put together a 
communications strategy,” says Executive Director Beth Serden, “White 
Space developed the new name, the new logo and helped us do focus 
group testing. They then created all the communication elements that are 
wrapping around this time of transition for our organization.”

The Importance of Local

Our passion for all things Rochester 
became a major asset for our client. 
“We wanted a local resource when 
working on something that’s this 
deeply connected to the community. 
It needed to be somebody local. We 
needed someone who lives here, 
who has relationships here, who 
cares about the well-being of the 
community,” Beth explains.
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We were also chosen for our ability to navigate the unique challenges present in 
nonprofit work. Challenges such as public perception, limited funding and highly 
collaborative decision making processes involving boards, stakeholders, donors and 
committees. “White Space has made regular updates as needed to the board. That’s 
been a critical resource for us as we have gone forward,” says Beth.

One challenge in the process was choosing a new name. “Trying to figure out a 
name and get people to understand it was probably the toughest part. You know, it 
is just like naming your kid, everybody is going to have an opinion,” Beth recalls, “In 
our case, there was a group of stakeholders that really did not like losing the really 
literal name, ‘Children’s Museum Rochester.’ Having a more abstract, conceptual 
name was hard for some folks to embrace.”

We worked to overcome this challenge through patience, listening, conversation 
and education. Beth tells it this way, “Sarah helped those stakeholders get on board 
using feedback that we got from some of the focus groups and helped them to see 
the doors that it could potentially open. Understanding those expanded possibilities 
helped people start to get more comfortable.”

We also gained stakeholder engagement by creating a visual brand identity they 
could see and feel. “Once they could see it, that made a huge difference in how they 
perceived it. The name just written was not doing it for some, but once they saw the 
logo and the color pallette and could imagine the way it would feel, that gave them 
more the emotional tie that they were missing before that,” recalls Beth.



Expertise and Investment, A Winning Combination

Our team is deeply committed to the success of Spark. That passion has been 
noticed by Executive Director Beth Sherden, “White Space is outstanding to work 
with. To have someone of Sarah’s expertise has been terrific. She has a very personal 
investment in this project and this community, which is pretty exceptional. They 
understand the museum and want us to be successful. They believe that the museum 
is an asset to the community, and that makes a tremendous, tremendous difference.”




